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Abstract: The behavior of natural fiber depends upon different environmental conditions due to its 

hydrophilic nature. Therefore, this article has focused on the significant consequence of moisture 

absorption on the mechanical properties of bio-waste (orange peel) reinforced epoxy composites with 

different weight percentages (10%, 20%, and 30%) in different environmental conditions such as saline 

water treatment, steam treatment, and subzero temperature. After attaining saturation, the experiments 

were carried out by immersing the specimens in previously described environmental conditions—the 

percentage of moisture content in the fabricated composite increases with an increase in the filler 

loadings. The mechanical properties of environmentally affected composites were studied as per ASTM 

standards, and the same values were compared with the properties of the composite in normal 

environmental conditions. The cracked surface of the tested samples and morphology of orange peel 

particulates were analyzed by scanning electron microscope. X-ray diffraction and energy-dispersive 

spectroscopy (EDX) analysis also studied the characterization of orange peel particulates. 
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1. Introduction 

Worldwide, researchers focus on developing new composite materials, i.e., made up of 

natural fibers and eco-friendly waste materials. These composites can replace the most 

commonly used synthetic fibers for several purposes such as packaging, outdoor applications, 

automotive, etc. Natural fiber materials are more suitable due to their easy accessibility, eco-

friendly, less expensive, high specific strength, and low density compared to non-

biodegradable synthetic fibers. Due to the reasons mentioned above, the use of natural fiber, 

which acts as a reinforcing agent, in the composite industries has grown rapidly with the 

modification of some bottleneck properties [1-6]. The use of bio fiber in composite materials 

reduces the weight of the material by 10%, the cost of production by 5%, and the energy 

required for producing that material by 80% compared to synthetic fiber [7] in different sectors. 

However, due to the hydrophilic nature of bio fiber, they are not widely used in the polymer 

industries. Therefore, the study of bio-fiber in different weather conditions is crucial. The 

thickness, swelling behavior, and moisture absorption of bio-fiber reinforced composite 
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materials have many adverse effects on their performance and mechanical properties in long-

term use [8-13]. The composite materials either release or absorb moisture completely 

depending upon environmental conditions [14, 15]. The moisture absorption in the bio-fiber 

composites is solely responsible due to the presence of hydroxyl groups in the natural fiber, 

forming hydrogen bonds within the fiber cell with water molecules [16-18]. The mechanism of 

moisture absorption by bio-fiber composite materials was well explained in several pieces of 

literature [19, 20]. 

The study of the influence of moisture absorption and thickness swelling of the bio-

fiber reinforced composites is essential due to their applications in various industries. The 

moisture absorption behavior of polymer matrix composites was enhanced by adding rice husk 

particulate as reinforcement [21]. With filler loading increasing, the moisture content 

percentage increases due to more voids and celluloses [22]. They also reported that due to 

moisture absorption, the interfacial bonding between the matrix and reinforcement becomes 

weak; hence the mechanical properties deteriorate. Munoz and García-Manrique [23] observed 

that the mechanical properties of environmentally treated and raw flax fiber composite material 

increase due to the swelling behavior of fiber materials. Also, some researchers found that the 

moisture absorption and swelling thickness have less effect on the chemically treated 

composite mentioned above as compared to the untreated one [24]. 

The literature shows that very little research has been done considering orange peel 

particulate (OPP) as a filler material. Rathinavel and Saravanakumar [25] studied that the 

tensile property of treated polyvinyl and alcohol OPP enhanced significantly. Naik et al. [26] 

studied the erosive behavior of bio waste particulate reinforced epoxy composites for low-cost 

applications where OPP may be used as a filler material in composite industries. The filler 

content typically varies up to 30% for tribo-based applications [27]. However, the impact of 

different weight percentages of filler material in OPP composites on mechanical properties 

under different environmental conditions has not been noticed till now. Hence, a set of 

composites with different weight percentages OPP has been fabricated in this research work. 

The mechanical properties of composites under different weather conditions, such as steam, 

subzero temperature, and saline water, were studied according to ASTM standards. The 

thickness swelling behavior of different samples (raw and environmental affected) was also 

studied as per ASTM standards. The morphological analysis of environmentally treated and 

raw fabricated composites was studied by scanning electron microscope (SEM). This research 

has also done the surface morphology and surface chemistry of particulate by XRD and EDX 

analysis. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Materials. 

Orange peels (OP) mainly contain cellulose, proteins, oils, and carbohydrates. For this 

reason, several researchers utilize this waste product for medicinal purposes. For this research 

analysis, OP was collected from the local market and cleaned carefully with distilled water to 

eliminate unwanted particles attached to the surfaces. After that, the OP was heated up to 100℃ 

in an oven for 24 h to eliminate the water particles. The fibers were then ground into fine 

powder form with the help of a ball mill. The collected powders were sieved using a sieve 

shaker. The size of the particle used for this experiment is in the range of 1-212 μm. The 

chemical compositions and fixed carbon content, volatile matter, ash, and moisture content in 
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the OPP are explained by Naik et al. [27] while studying the abrasive wear behavior of OPP-

reinforced composites. The different raw materials used in this research and their 

characteristics are presented in Table 1.  

Table 1. Different raw materials used in the fabrication of composite. 
Specimens Characteristics 

Epoxy resin Grade:LY556 
Chemical name: Diglycidyl-Ether of Bisphenol-A (DGEBA) 

Density: 1.1-1.2 (g/cm3) 

Viscosity:10000-12000 (mPa-s) 

Hardener Grade:HY951 

Chemical name:2-amineethylethane-1,2-diamin 

OPP Type: Bio waste material 

Density: 0.83 g/cm3 

The microstructure and chemical characterization, morphological characteristics, and 

crystallite size of raw and environmentally treated OPP can be studied by EDX, SEM, and 

XRD analysis. The detailed procedure is explained elsewhere [28].  

2.2. Sample preparation. 

The composite specimens for the experimental observation were made by hand layup 

using a wooden mold with dimensions 160 mm×60 mm×6 mm. The samples were easily 

removed from the wooden mold by using the mold-releasing spray (heavy-duty silicone spray) 

at the interior part of the mold sheet. A required proportion, i.e., 10:1 by weight of epoxy and 

hardener, was properly mixed in a container and kept in a vacuum chamber to eliminate the air 

bubbles which were present in the mixture. Subsequently, the required amount of OPP was 

added to the mixture and mixed properly to attain different weight percentages of prescribed 

composites. Subsequently, the mixture was poured into the mold. The load was applied to the 

upper part of the mold, and it was allowed to cure under atmospheric conditions for 48 h. Due 

to applied load, some amount of mixture may be enfolded out from the mold. However, the 

maximum level of care was taken to maintain uniform thickness. The specimens were pulled 

out from the mold after the given time period. Subsequently, the specimens were cut into 

different sizes per ASTM standards for analysis of mechanical properties.  

2.3. Mechanical testing. 

A universal testing machine (UTM; H10KS, Hounsfield Test Equipment Ltd, England) 

is used for the tensile and flexural tests which were carried out according to ASTM D 3039–

76 and ASTM D 790–03 standards, respectively. The UTM and test samples for tensile and 

flexural tests are shown in Figure 1. The crosshead speed was kept at 2 mm/min during the 

experiment for both tensile and flexural tests. Five specimens of each type were taken for 

observation, and the average value was taken for analysis. The flexural strength of different 

samples was evaluated using Eq.1. 

𝜎 =
3𝐹𝐿

2𝑏𝑡2                                                                 (1) 

where F is the applied load at the breaking point, L is the span length, and b and t are the width 

and thickness, respectively. 
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Figure 1. (a) Hounsfield H10 KS UTM; (b) Sample for the tensile test; (c) Arrangement for the flexural test 

(Three-point bend test). 

2.4. Moisture absorption and thickness swelling test. 

The thickness swelling behavior and moisture absorption of the different test specimens 

were evaluated as per ASTM D 570-98 standard. The test specimens were heated in an oven at 

100o C to remove the moisture and cool to the ambient temperature in a desiccator containing 

silica gel. The weight of the test sample was measured before immersing it in different 

environmental conditions, such as saline water (5% NaCl), steam treatment, and subzero 

temperature (-25oC). The specimen was then removed after 12 h exposure, and the moisture 

was removed with the help of tissue paper or a dry clean cloth. Sufficient care was taken to 

eliminate all the moisture from the specimen. Then the weight of the samples was measured 

again by an electronic weight machine with a reading capacity of ±0.1 𝑚𝑔 within one minute 

of removal from the environmental chamber. The observations were carried out for 72 h, and 

the weight was measured regularly within 12 h. The percentage of moisture absorption of 

samples was estimated using the weight difference between the environmentally treated and 

untreated samples as given in Eq. 2. 

∆𝑀(𝑡) =
𝑀𝑡−𝑀0

𝑀0
                                                          (2) 

where ∆M (t) is the % of weight gain in the samples due to moisture content. 𝑀t and 𝑀0 are 

the weight of treated and untreated specimens, respectively. Five specimens of each set were 

taken for observation, and the average and standard deviation data were reported from the 

observation. A similar procedure was also followed to work out the thickness swelling behavior 

of the fabricated specimen using Eq. 3. 

∆𝑇 =
𝑇t−𝑇0

𝑇0
                                                                    (3) 
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where Tt and T0 are the thickness of environmentally affected and dry samples, respectively. 

When the sample's weight change is less than 0.01%, it is assumed that the sample will reach 

an equilibrium state. 

3. Results and Discussions 

3.1. EDX analysis. 

The EDX analysis represents the peaks for different materials according to their binding 

energies. It is observed that the shape and size of particles in OPP vary, and they are mainly in 

fibrous, spherical, and prismatic forms. The prismatic particles generally contain Si and O, 

whereas the spherical particulates contain O and Si along with Ca and Al. From EDX analysis, 

it has been observed that the percentage of calcium, aluminum, and silicon is very less in 

comparison to C. Carbon is the fibrous material presented in the OPP. The percentage of carbon 

and oxygen present in OPP in different environmental conditions is shown in Table 2, where it 

is noticed that mainly carbon and oxygen are present in the OPP, and a very less amount of Si, 

Ca, Cl, Na, and K are present which are not mentioned here. It is also observed that the 

percentage of carbon compound decreases when it is exposed to different environmental 

conditions. A minimum reduction of the percentage of carbon content is seen in a saline 

environment, whereas the maximum reduction of percentage is in steam treatment. The EDX 

analyses of environmentally treated OPP Composite materials are shown in Figure 2.  

Table 2. EDX analysis of OPP. 

Environmental 

conditions 

% C % O 

Normal sample 73.91 17.56 

Saline water 55.80 24.81 

Steam Water 50.37 48.25 

Subzero Temp 52.85 44.93 

 
Figure 2. EDX analysis: (a) Normal environment, (b) Steam environment, (c) Saline water environment, and 

(d) Subzero environment. 
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3.2. XRD analysis. 

XRD analysis was used for analyzing the crystallographic structure of materials. An X-

ray diffractometer with graphite monochromameter with a voltage 40 mV and a current of 40 

mA was used for the analysis. The diffraction intensity at an angle 2θ is between 10o to 45o. 

XRD analysis of the OPP samples is represented in Figure 3. It has been evaluated that the 

observed samples contain a large number of noises, which explains the amorphous nature of 

carbon. The crystalline peak in each profile occurred at around 22.7o at an angle of 2θ. From 

Figure 4, it is observed that the peaks are found at 12.23o, 22.7o, 34.5o, and 42.3o, which shows 

the crystalline nature of the carbon, and the remaining is the amorphous nature of the natural 

fiber. The amorphous nature shows the existence of lignin and hemicelluloses in the OPP. The 

materials' crystalline index (Ic) is calculated using Eq. 4. 

𝐼c =
𝐼002−𝐼𝑎𝑚

𝐼002
                                                         (4) 

where I002 is the lattice peak for the maximum intensity diffraction (002) at an angle of 2θ 

between 22o and 23o, Iam is the minimum diffraction intensity of the amorphous material at an 

angle of 2θ between 15o and 16o.  

 
Figure 3. XRD analysis of OPP. 

3.3. Moisture absorption 

The water absorption trends of different specimens, such as OP1, OP2, and OP3 (10%, 

20%, and 30%, respectively), exposed to different environmental conditions such as subzero 

temperature, steam, and saline water, are shown in Figure 4. It is noticed that the weight of the 

sample increased when it was treated in all environmental conditions, irrespective of the weight 

percentage of filler materials. This may be due to the moisture absorption of the specimens, 

and the maximum moisture intake was noticed in the case of OP3 composite. This is mainly 

due to the presence of porosity and the lumen. The moisture intake is also due to the matrix 

and fiber adhesive nature [28]. However, the presence of voids is mostly responsible for the 

hydrophilic nature of the OPP and weak adhesion bonding between particulate and matrix. The 

number of free –OH groups of cellulose of OP rises with an increase in the percentage of 

particulates in the composite due to moisture absorption. The free –OH groups of natural fiber 

come in contact with water molecules to form hydrogen bonds. Due to the above reason, there 

is an increase in weight in the samples after exposure to different treatments, and consequential 

outcomes of the natural fiber after moisture absorption are shown in Figure 5.  
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Figure 4. Moisture absorption behavior of OPP composites: (a) Sub zero environment; (b) Steam environment; 

(c) Saline water environment. 

 
Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the natural fiber after moisture absorption. 

The maximum moisture absorption (MMA) of developed composites under different 

environmental conditions is presented in Figure 6. It is noticed that the MMA value increases 

with the increase of the filler loadings, and the OP3 composite shows the maximum value. It 

is also observed that the moisture absorption rate is higher in the case of steam water than in 

the saline environment for all the filler loadings. The deposition of NaCl ions is there on the 

surface of the composite specimens when it is put in the saline water. And it increases with the 

increase of immersion time, which reduces the rate of water diffusion. The MMA value is much 
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less in subzero treatment because of low intermolecular hydrogen bonding compared to other 

environmental treatments. Similar behavior was observed by Raghabendra et al.[29] while 

studying jute epoxy composites. 

 
Figure 6. Maximum moisture absorption of OPP composites in different environments. 

3.4. Diffusivity and kinetics of moisture absorption. 

According to the Fickian diffusion process, the rate of moisture absorption in the different 

composite is quite high at the initial phase when they are exposed to different environments; 

after that, the rate of absorption is decreased and reached to almost saturation stage, as shown 

in Fig. 7. This can be explained clearly by taking the moisture absorption properties of the OPP. 

When the specimens are exposed to different environments, the swelling of the sample starts 

due to the water intake quality of natural fiber. As a result, micro-cracking occurs in the 

specimens. The cracks in the sample are responsible for capillarity action, and due to the 

presence of micro-cracks, the transfer of water molecules is possible. The times required to 

attain the saturation stage for different samples are not the same when they are exposed to 

different environments. It is noticed that the saturation time for steam, saline water, and subzero 

temperature is 60, 70, and 30 h, respectively. 

 
Figure 7. Moisture absorption of different weight percentage: (a) OP1; (b) OP2; (c) OP3 in different 

environments. 
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The rate of moisture absorption is maximum for 30 wt% particulate reinforced 

composite under steam environmental conditions and minimum for subzero conditions, as 

shown in Fig. 8. Higher temperature (steam environmental condition) seems to pick up the pace 

of water absorption quality. The moisture absorption rate is less in saline water compared to 

steam; this may be due to the deposition of NaCl ions on the surface of the specimen as 

described previously and subsequently creates obstructs for water diffusion. Again, the 

percentage of water absorption in subzero temperature is lowest compared to other 

environments due to a decrease in intermolecular hydrogen bonding. Fick's theory analyzed 

the diffusion mechanism and kinetics and fit the experimental values. 

𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
𝑀𝑡

𝑀𝑚
⁄ ) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑘) + 𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑡)                            (5) 

where Mt and Mm are the moisture absorption at time t and saturation stage. k and n are 

constants. The fitting parameters from the observation data for OPP composite under a steam 

environment are shown in Fig. 8. Similarly, the values of n and k are found from the curve 

fitting for other environmental conditions and are given in Table 3.  

 
Figure 8. Diffusion curve fitting for OPP composite in Steam treatment. 

 

Table 3. Fitting parameters (n, k, and h) for different filler loading for all environmental conditions. 
Environment Filler Loading 

(%) 

n k Diffusivity (Dx) (mm2/s) 

 

Steam 

OP1 0.5176 0.097 3.32×10-5 

OP2 0.552 0.081 5.72×10-5 

OP3 0.763 0.031 3.46×10-5 

 

Saline 

OP1 0.374 0.179 2.1×10-5 

OP2 0.403 0.160 2.64×10-5 

OP3 0.481 0.113 4.77×10-5 

 

Subzero 

OP1 0.671 0.048 3.46×10-5 

OP2 0.759 0.032 3.55×10-5 

OP3 0.911 0.016 2.09×10-5 

 

Diffusion coefficient (diffusivity) (Dx) is used to evaluate the amount of moisture 

absorbed by the composite samples. The diffusivity has a significant impact on Fick's model. 

Figure 8 shows the percentage of moisture absorption (Mt) versus the square root of time, and 

the relationship between moisture absorption and time is presented in Eq. 6. 

2

4t x

m

M tD

M h
=

                                           (6) 
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where h represents the thickness of the sample. The diffusivity (Dx) can be evaluated by using 

Eq. 7. 
22

2 1

2 1
4

x

m

M Mh
D

M t t


   −
=   

−                                   (7) 

where t1 and t2 are preferred time periods in the initial linear portion. M1 and M2 are the amounts 

of moisture contents at times t1 and t2, respectively. It is observed that the diffusivity and 

corresponding maximum moisture content of the fabricated composite specimens improves 

steadily with an increase in filler loading in all environments, as shown in Table 4. The increase 

rate is higher in specimens exposed to steam than those subjected to other environmental 

conditions. The samples containing more wt% filler material confirm better diffusivity in all 

environments due to the higher amount of cellulose content. 

3.5. Thickness swelling behavior. 

Generally, the composite swells due to moistures present in different environmental 

conditions. The swelling thickness (∆T) and swelling rate parameter (KSR) for different OPP 

composites in the prescribed environments have been evaluated. A nonlinear regression curve 

fitting technique was used to fit the experimental data in Eq. 7 to evaluate the ∆T and KSR. 

The curve fitting approach is used to analyze the thickness swelling behavior [30]. 

( )
1

SRK t

o o

H
T

H H H e



−



 
 = − 

+ −                               (8) 

where H0 and H∞ are the thickness of the developed composite material at initial and 

equilibrium conditions. The KSR value obtained from the nonlinear curve fitting diagram is 

presented in Table 4. It has been observed that the KSR value increases with filler loadings, 

and the maximum value is observed in the case of OP3 composites in a stem environment 

(Table 4). This might be due to more microvoids in the higher wt % filler specimens. Hence, 

there is weak interfacial adhesion bonding between filler (hydrophilic OPP) and matrix 

materials (hydrophobic epoxy). It is also observed that the higher KSR value signifies a higher 

rate of swelling along with reaching equilibrium within a very short span of time. Several 

researchers also found similar types of results [31, 32]. The variation of thickness with different 

wt% is reported in Figure 10. The thickness swelling behavior of the specimen increases with 

an increase in the filler loadings. However, it is different for different environmental 

conditions. Due to the presence of cellulose, the OPP materials contain a free –OH group; 

hence, they absorb moisture easily when exposed to different environments. 

Table 4. KSR of OPP composite in different environments. 

Environment Filler Loading 

(%) 

Ho H∞ ∆T (%) KSR×10-3 (h-1) 

 
Steam 

OP1 6.833 6.911 1.136 49.9 

OP2 5.663 5.733 1.230 44.2 

OP3 7.060 6.169 1.360 51.8 

 

Saline 

OP1 6.607 6.673 0.994 45.1 

OP2 5.573 5.620 0.840 44.6 

OP3 6.917 6.969 0.753  50.4 

 OP1 5.640 5.769 2.290 36.0 
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Environment Filler Loading 

(%) 

Ho H∞ ∆T (%) KSR×10-3 (h-1) 

Subzero OP2 5.450 5.563 2.072 35.7 

OP3 6.900 7.022 1.770 41.5 

The moisture content in OPP composite (filler) increases in the steam environment (as 

shown in Figure 7) due to its hydrophilic nature and micropores on the surface. The presence 

of microvoids is responsible for a weak bond between the matrix (hydrophobic) and filler 

(hydrophilic) material [33, 34]. It is also observed that the swelling tendency of fabricated 

samples in a steam environment is higher than in other environments. The maximum thickness 

swelling (MTS) was observed in the fabricated OP3 composite containing (as shown in Figure 

9) irrespective of the environmental conditions. The MTS values are 2.29%, 2.072%, and 

1.77% for steam, saline water, and subzero temperature, respectively (Figure 9d). A similar 

type of behavior was also observed by Haameem et al. [35] for Napier grass composites.  

 
Figure 9. Thickness swelling behavior of different composites: (a) Saline water treatment; (b) Subzero 

temperature; (c) Steam temperature environment; (d) Maximum thickness swelling (MTS) of OPP composite at 

different environmental conditions. 

3.6. Effect of moisture absorption on mechanical properties. 

After exposure to ambient temperature and different environmental conditions, the effect of 

mechanical properties, i.e., flexural strength and tensile strength of different wt% of the OPP 

reinforced epoxy composites, are shown in Figure 10. Initially, with an increase in filler loading 

(wt% up to 20%), the tensile strength of the fabricated material increases; subsequently, it 

reduces (i.e., OP3 composite) (as shown in Figure 10a). Patel et al. also noticed a similar 

moisture absorption behavior [36] while studying the environmental effect of water absorption 

and the flexural strength of red mud-filled jute/fiber/polymer composites. At higher wt% of 

filler loading, the epoxy quantity is insufficient to saturate the filler material, affecting the 

reinforcement's wet ability. Hence, the strength of adhesion bonding between matrix and 

reinforcement decreases. The strength of the fabricated specimens with higher wt% (OP3) 
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deteriorates as sufficient load transfer is not possible from the matrix to fiber. The effect of 

filler loadings on the flexural strength of treated (in different environments) and untreated 

composites is presented in Figure 10b. The flexural strength increases with an increase in the 

wt% of particulate (amount of OPP up to 20%) in the case of untreated (normal atmospheric 

conditions) specimens. The reason is due to the quality of reinforcement which resists bending 

force and more load transfer from the matrix [37, 38]. It is noticed that the flexural strength of 

OPP composite decreases when they are exposed to different environments, as shown in Figure 

10b. Exposure of specimens to different environmental conditions affects interfacial adhesion 

between matrix and fiber, which is responsible for debonding and decreases flexural strength 

[35]. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 10. Effect of incorporation of different wt% of OPP filler on mechanical properties and its consequence 

when treated in different environments: (a) Tensile strength; (b) Flexural strength. 

Moisture is absorbed in the polymer either in the form of bound water or free water 

[39]. The water molecules which are spread over a wide range in a polymer matrix, attracted 

towards the polar groups of the polymer, are known as bound water, and the water molecules 

which move freely through microvoids and pores are known as free water [40]. When the 

specimens are exposed to different environments, the water molecules are attached to the 

natural fiber composite micro-cracks and decrease the interfacial adhesion between fiber and 
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matrix. This is the cause for the swelling of specimens and development of micro-cracks in the 

matrix, and in due course of time, there is the chance of debonding between matrix and filler 

material. The moisture absorption and thickness swelling have a significant role in the 

mechanical properties of bio composite materials. Figure 10 shows that the environmentally 

treated bio composite specimens follow similar tensile and flexural behavior as in the untreated 

case. However, it is observed that biowaste-reinforced material's mechanical strength is 

reduced when exposed to different environments. This property reduction is due to 

transformation in the fiber/matrix interface and the fiber observed from SEM analysis. When 

the interface of fiber/ matrix is exposed to a different environment, the cellulosic (natural) 

material tends to swell, which results in the progress of shear stress at the surface interface. 

This is the reason for reducing the strength of the specimen due to debonding of fiber and 

matrix. The above analysis shows that the fiber loading and the exposure of specimens to 

different environments have significant roles in their mechanical properties. The maximum 

reduction in the strength was observed in the steam environment, and the minimum reduction 

in the case of the subzero temperature condition. This is due to the less moisture absorption in 

the case of the subzero environment, as discussed in the previous section. Many authors also 

observed similar behavior [29, 34, 39]. 

3.7. Surface morphology. 

The surface morphology of the OPP materials was observed by the SEM approach, and 

it is presented in Figure 11. It is observed that the OPP surface is denser and more planner. 

Some porous structures are visible at higher magnification. The fractography of raw and OP2 

composite specimens exposed in steam water is shown in Figure12, obtained from SEM after 

the tensile and flexural test. After the mechanical test of the fabricated samples, matrix filler 

debonding, pull out of filler materials, and matrix fracture fiber breakage can be observed 

through SEM.  

 
Figure 11. SEM morphology of OPP at different locations. 

The surface morphology of raw OP2 composites after the tensile test is shown in Figure 

12a. It is clearly observed that the debonding between matrix and filler material occurs due to 

poor compatibility between matrix and filler material. Although, there is no sign of pulling out 

filler materials from the matrix resin. The surface morphology of steam water-treated OP2 
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composites under tensile load is presented in Figure 12b. Fiber matrix debonding is observed 

from the SEM analysis. Due to fiber swelling, there is a visible pull-out of filler material from 

the specimens and matrix filler debonding. This might be due to the presence of voids 

responsible for water passage in the composite specimens, which leads to the swelling of 

composite specimens to crack the composite materials. 

 
Figure 12. SEM morphology (a) Raw OP2 composites after tensile test; (b) OP2 with steam water treatment 

after tensile test; (c) OP2 steam water treatment after the flexural test.  

The surface morphology of OP2 composite exposed to steam treatment after a flexural 

load test is shown in Figure 12c. The matrix cracking and fiber breakage is visible from the 

SEM analysis. This is due to swelling of filler material and poor compatibility between filler 

and matrix material. Due to the swelling of filler material, micro-cracks are formed at the 

interface of the composite specimen. These micro-cracks are responsible for moisture 

absorption in the fiber matrix interface region. Therefore, the matrix fiber debonding and 

pulling out of filler material is visible at higher magnification. 

The present study considers OPP as a bio-filler in the composite to evaluate the effect 

of the environment in terms of moisture intake and thickness swelling behavior. To improve 

the durability of the composite, one needs to adopt methods to avoid such degradation. In this 

respect, researchers typically look for different surface coating techniques, including 

electroless nickel deposition [41-46], where a thin nickel-based coating helps prevent moisture 

absorption and subsequent degradation of the composite. Apart from this, OPP can be given 
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pre-treatment [47] or converted to natural carbon black [48] before using it as filler material in 

the composite. Also, similar studies on environmental degradation can be attempted in the 

future using other bio-waste materials like clamshell [49], eggshell [50], crab shell [51], etc.  

4. Conclusions 

In the present research, the water intake quality and thickness swelling of developed 

composite samples have been studied, and their consequences on mechanical properties have 

been studied. The subsequent results are listed below: It is observed that the moisture intake 

and thickness swelling behavior of fabricated samples increases with increasing the percentage 

of OPP filler material for different environmental conditions; The environmental conditions 

have a significant role in the moisture absorption and swelling behavior of different OPP 

composites. The developed OPP composites subjected to a subzero environment absorb less 

moisture in comparison to other environmental conditions. The composites exposed to a steam 

environment absorb maximum moisture; The moisture absorption pattern follows the Fickian 

diffusion behavior in all environmental conditions. The diffusion coefficient value is more 

prominent in the steam water environment and less in the subzero environment; The thickness 

swelling behavior of OPP composite increases with increasing the filler loadings. The KSR of 

the fabricated composite specimens increases with an increase in the filler loadings for all 

environmental conditions. OP3-based composite material indicates the highest thickness 

swelling rate. The values of KSR are higher in the case of the steam environment, followed by 

saline and subzero environments; The mechanical properties of developed composites after 

exposing different environmental conditions decrease as compared to the same sample of the 

same weight percentage under normal environmental conditions. In a steam water environment, 

there is maximum degradation of mechanical properties. However, the minimum degradation 

is observed in the case of a subzero environment; From the SEM analysis, it is concluded that 

the failure of environmentally treated OPP composites is due to the swelling of filler material 

that caused the debonding between filler and matrix. 
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